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Abstract
A MIcroscopic Traffic SIMulator (MITSIM) has been developed to model traffic oper-
ations in the presence of advanced traffic control and surveillance systems. MITSIM
models underlying road network geometry, control devices, surveillance systems, toll
booth operations and incidents. MITSIM relies on car-following and lane-changing
algorithms to simulate individual vehicle behavior. MITSIM dynamically displays
aggregate traffic characteristics as well as individual vehicle movements for a road
network.
This thesis documents the design and implementation of a multi-process traffic
simulator that has evolved from MITSIM. The multi-process simulator constitutes
a set of functionally independent processes running on dedicated computers. These
processes communicate by exchanging objects containing relevant information over
a computer network. The dramatic increase in efficiency resulting from this design
enables real-time simulation of a substantially greater number of vehicles in complex
traffic environments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation for a traffic simulator system
The large and rapid increase in road traffic volumes in urban areas poses a serious
problem, both in terms of adverse safety and pollution levels as well as economic
losses due to accidents and delays. Due to real-world constraints on the construction
of new infrastructure, there is a need for more effective management of existing traffic
resources. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are currently being developed as
a potential solution to traffic congestion problems. These systems use advanced traf-
fic control and communication technologies and are expected to significantly improve
the utilization of existing road networks. However, interactions among different com-
ponents of such a system are very complex and must be understood carefully before
the system can be implemented.
The ongoing Central Artery/Tunnel (CA/T) project in Boston is an example of
a complex, large scale engineering system. It is the largest roadway project ever
undertaken in the U.S.A. The CA/T will eventually replace the elevated section of
the I-93 Central Artery with a new, mostly underground highway. The Masspike will
be extended to Boston's Logan Airport via a new road in South Boston and a new
four-lane Third Harbor Tunnel. A new Charles River crossing will be developed to
link the Central Artery with Storrow Drive, 1-93 and Route 1 to the north of Boston.
The CA/T project is intended to solve economic and safety problems arising from
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heavy traffic volumes on the Central Artery. When the Central Artery opened in the
late 1950's, it was designed to handle only up to 75,000 cars a day. Today it moves
190,000 cars a day at peak hours, a traffic load far in excess of what it was designed
to support.
Simulations are useful for identifying potential problem areas in complex engineer-
ing systems, such as the CA/T project. Traffic network systems are typically designed
using the quantitative and intuitive talents of many of the best traffic planners. Sim-
ulations are useful as a tool to confirm the soundness of alternative designs before
a final design is chosen for implementation. In the long term, simulations can even
guide the evolution of a complex traffic system, by evaluating the effect of proposed
new technologies before major expenses are incurred procuring and installing them.
The MIcroscopic Traffic SIMulator (MITSIM) is a computer tool used in sim-
ulating traffic operations under various ITS strategies [Yang 93]. It models traffic
operations in the presence of control and surveillance systems. It demonstrates the
use of computer simulations to produce information required for the evaluation of
ITS designs.
MITSIM is implemented in C++ using the object-oriented paradigm. The simu-
lator source code has been compiled using a number of compilers including the GNU
C++ compiler and runs on a range of computer platforms such as DEC/ULTRIX,
HP/HPUX, IBM/AIX, SGI/IRIX, SUN/SOLARIS and SUN/SUNOS with the X-
Windows System, and IBM compatible PCs with Linux and XFree86.'
1.2 The MITSIM model
The MITSIM model takes into account the need to simulate and evaluate the following
components of an integrated traffic network system:
* Road Network. The simulated road network consists of multiple lane highways
and ramps, toll booths and tunnels. Urban streets will be incorporated in the
'Linux and XFree86 are respectively UNIX and X-Windows System clone for 386/486/Pentium-
based PCs, distributed under the GNU General Public License
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near future.
* Vehicles. Individual vehicles may possess different characteristics which are
used to determine speed, acceleration, emission, etc.
* Surveillance System. The simulated surveillance system includes loop detectors,
vehicle to roadside communications devices, closed circuit television, overheight
detectors, vehicle length detectors and carbon monoxide sensors.
* Control System. The simulated control system includes static message signs
such as exit signs; regulatory devices such as traffic signals, speed limit signs,
ramp metering, lane use signs, mainline metering; and advisory devices such as
variable message signs and highway advisory radio.
MITSIM consists of three main components that coordinate with each other:
* Travel Demand model. The travel demand model takes as input the origin-
destination (O-D) trip matrix, travel time/cost information, and real-time link
traffic counts. It estimates time-dependent travel demand between each O-D
pair and predicts individual drivers' pre-trip mode and route choices. It can
then generate individual vehicles at random time intervals and insert them into
the traffic flow. Each vehicle has a planned route.
* Traffic Simulation model. The traffic simulation model takes as input the travel
demand, information about traffic controls, and route guidance to simulate
vehicle movements in the network.
* Control Strategy model. The control strategy model simulates a surveillance
system module that collects information and makes it available to rest of the
system in a continuous manner, a traffic prediction module that provides in-
formation necessary to generate control strategies, and a control and routing
module that generates appropriate traffic control and route guidance strategies.
MITSIM employs a time-based as well as an event-driven approach to simulation.
Each action in MITSIM can be executed at a frequency specified by the user or
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whenever an event that needs to invoke that action occurs. Thus, the traffic simulation
model injects a new vehicle into the network at its scheduled departure time, and
removes a vehicle from the network when it arrives at its destination. At the start of
each simulation cycle, the traffic simulation model calculates the acceleration and lane
change for each vehicle in the network. Within each simulation cycle, vehicle speed
and positions are updated and displayed at a user determined frequency (typically
once every 10 cycles). The information collected by the surveillance system is reported
once every 1500 cycles.
The early version of MITSIM was monolithic in nature i.e. a single computer
program calculated individual vehicle behavior, updated vehicle positions and traffic
network status on the computer display, reported surveillance information etc. While
a monolithic program works well with simple traffic networks and low vehicle loads,
real-time simulation of more complex networks involving large vehicle loads becomes
impractical.
1.3 Motivation for a multi-process simulator sys-
tem
The focus of this thesis is on the implementation of a multi-process traffic simulator
based on MITSIM. A single process version of MITSIM was implemented for the
Third Harbor Tunnel traffic network system. This program simulated only a few
hundred vehicles within the boundaries of the Third Harbor Tunnel.
Enhancing MITSIM to simulate and evaluate the entire CA/T system using traffic
loads that are expected to exist now and in the year 2010 raised major issues in terms
of program design and implementation. The CA/T traffic network is substantially
more complex in its infrastructure than the Third Harbor Tunnel network. MITSIM
needed to model the CA/T network infrastructure in accurate detail. In addition,
MITSIM needed to simulate the flow of thousands of vehicles under different scenarios
over the full expanse of the CA/T network in real time [Logcher 93].
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The monolithic nature of MITSIM posed a serious bottleneck to such enhance-
ments. The motivation for a multi-process simulator stemmed from the need to allow
MITSIM to scale gracefully in terms of both traffic network complexity and vehicle
loads. The basic idea was to partition the monolithic MITSIM program into the
following functionally independent processes:
* the traffic simulator (TS) which modeled the underlying traffic network and
simulated individual vehicle behavior
* the graphical user interface (GUI) which performed the computer display update
and animation tasks
* the local field controller (LFC) which simulated the surveillance system and
reported surveillance readings at well-defined intervals
* the control strategy generator (IPCS 2) which simulates the response of the
traffic control system to different traffic scenarios
* measures of effectiveness (MOE) which simulate a number of criteria such as
segment densities, in order to determine the effectiveness of a response to a
traffic scenario.
* carbon monoxide model (CO) which simulates the spatial variability of vehicle
exhaust gas emission levels along roadways.
The author has designed and implemented a framework that allows for a multi-
process version of the MITSIM traffic simulator. This early implementation of the
multi-process simulator system comprised the TS, GUI and LFC processes. While the
GUI processes was built from scratch, the TS and LFC processes were implemented
primarily by extracting only relevant code from the monolithic MITSIM source files.
The author has also designed and implemented a protocol using BDB [Sturdy 93] that
allowed these processes to exchange relevant information over a computer network
and thus maintain a consistent view of the underlying traffic system. The author has
2 IPCS: Integrated Project Control System
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also corrected the implementation of the route choice model in MITSIM so that the
simulator could be upgraded to handle the CA/T traffic network system.
The advantages of using multi-process simulator system were made amply clear
by the resulting enhancements witnessed in MITSIM.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the elements of
the traffic network (road network geometry, control system, and surveillance system).
Chapter 3 discusses certain aspects of the the travel demand model (viz. the vehicle
generation process, route choice model). Chapter 4 describes a prototype implemen-
tation of the multi-process simulator and talks about the RoadGraph-based simulator
design. Finally, Chapter 5 suggests further work for simulator enhancement and val-
idation.
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Chapter 2
Elements of the Traffic Network
MITSIM models underlying road network geometry, traffic control devices and traffic
surveillance devices as part of its integrated traffic network system. The data that
describes the simulated network is read from a road network database. The road
network database is created using an interactive, graphical road network editor de-
veloped for MITSIM. The road network database includes a description of all road
network objects, lane connections, lane use rules, regulation of turning movements at
intersections, traffic control devices (including toll plazas) and traffic sensors. This
chapter describes a framework for these elements and their representation in the simu-
lation model. A detailed listing of traffic network elements along with their attributes
is provided in Appendix A.
2.1 Road Network
The road network element in MITSIM currently models multiple lane highways and
ramps, toll booths and tunnels. A representation for urban streets is planned for the
near future. The road network is implemented as a hierarchy of C++ classes that
capture the geometry and connectivity information in the underlying network. The
individual elements that constitute the road network are nodes, links, segments and
lanes.
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2.1.1 Overall organization
C++ classes are used to implement node, link, segment and lane elements of a road
network. A node object provides connectivity between links. A link object is a
linear piece of bidirectional roadway that connects node objects. A link object is
further divided into segment objects with each segment object having a uniform set
of physical attributes. Each segment is longitudinally divided into lane objects. Each
lane object has an associated direction to it along which individual vehicles travel.
Global arrays are used to reference the list of all nodes, links, segments, and lanes
in the network.
2.1.2 Node
A node is modeled as either an intersection of several roadways or as a source/sink
where traffic flows can enter/leave the simulated network. A node can be both a
source and a sink. An intersection node has a set of in-bound and out-bound roadways
associated with it. The important attributes used to represent a node are:
* node code, a unique identification number for the node
* node type, specifies whether the node is an intersection or a source and/or a
sink
2.1.3 Link
A link is modeled as a linear piece of bidirectional roadway that connects nodes.
An in-bound link and and out-bound link of a node are said to be connected if and
only if there exists at least one physical lane connection between these two links.
Turning restriction information from one link to another is stored in the turning
prohibiter table of the road network database. This table contains a list of prohibited
turning movements, each specifying a pair of from and to links, and is used to exclude
all physical lane connections between links corresponding to the prohibited turning
movements. Lane and link connectivity information is critical to correct routing
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of vehicles from their origin nodes to their specified destinations. The important
attributes used to represent a link are:
* link code, a unique identification number assigned to the link
* link type, specifies whether the link is a freeway, ramp, urban street or inside
a tunnel
* upstream and downstream nodes, specify the source and sink nodes a link is
connected to
* segment count, specifies the number of segments comprising that link
2.1.4 Segment
An individual segment represents a region of its link having a uniform set of geometric
characteristics such as, number of lanes, grade, curvature and free flow speed. Seg-
ments are numbered 0 to n-1 from upstream to downstream section of the container
link. The important attributes used to represent a segment are:
* segment code, a unique identification number assigned to the segment
* grade, specifies the super-elevation of the segment and has an impact on the
limiting speed and maximum acceleration rate of a particular vehicle type on
that segment
* length, specifies the length in meters of the segment
* lane count, specifies at least a central lane in the segment with additional lanes
to the left and right
* design speed, specifies the upper bound on vehicle speed within the segment in
very light traffic and is a function of the segment geometry and traffic visibility
conditions
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* speed limit, specifies the speed limit for the segment and is used as the default
speed limit in calculation of the desired speed in case no speed limit sign has
been viewed by the driver
2.1.5 Lane
A unique feature of MITSIM is that the road geometry and vehicle movements are
simulated at the lane level. An individual lane represents a direction of travel on
its segment. Lanes within a segment are numbered from right to left. Each lane
can be connected to multiple upstream and downstream lanes. These upstream and
downstream lanes need not belong to the same segment or even the same link as
this lane. Lane connectivity across links defines corresponding link connectivity, this
information is used in vehicle routing. Lane connectivity is documented in the lane
connection table of the road network database. It contains a list of lane identifier
pairs, with each pair representing an upstream-downstream lane connection. Besides
a notion of direction, each lane has a set of lane change regulations and a set of lane
use code associated with it. The important attributes used to represent a lane are:
* lane change regulations, dictate whether lane change to the right or lane change
to the left or lane change to both the right and left of this lane is allowed
* lane use code, dictates the vehicle types that may or may not use this lane, viz.
no truck allowed, no over-height vehicle, high occupancy vehicle (HOV) only,
commercial vehicle only, electronic toll collection vehicle (ETC) only, bus only,
or a consistent combination combination of the codes defined earlier.
2.2 Traffic control devices
Traffic control devices are modeled in MITSIM as a set of C++ classes representing a
range of signals, signs, communication devices, toll booths, and incidents. Each vehi-
cle maintains a view of traffic control devices based on its current location. MITSIM
supports simulation of the following traffic control devices:
18
Figure 2-1: Inheritance hierarchy of control devices in MITSIM
· Intersection controls such as yield and stop signs, traffic signals (TS)
· Mainline controls such as lane use signs (LUS), variable speed limit signs
(VSLS), variable message signs (VMS), portal signals at tunnel entrances (PS)
· Ramp controls such as ramp metering and speed limit signs
* Toll plazas containing toll booths
* Incidents that block or otherwise affect traffic in single or multiple lanes
An interesting feature of MITSIM is the organization of traffic control devices and
the interaction between individual vehicles and traffic control devices [Logcher 93].
Traffic control devices in MITSIM can be either link-wide or lane specific. A link-wide
device (e.g. VSLS) affects the behavior of all approaching traffic in the entire link,
while the influence of a lane specific device is limited to approaching traffic the control
device lane only (see figure). A vehicle's interaction with control devices is restricted
to the devices that can be viewed from its current position. For link-wide control
devices, this view is maintained on a link basis, so that when the vehicle leaves a link
it constructs a new list of link-wide control devices in its view. For variable control
devices (e.g. VSLS), the device manages a list of vehicles monitoring it. In this way,
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when the device state changes it can notify all vehicles that are affected. This reduces
the time which each vehicle must otherwise spend polling variable devices for their
states. A vehicle adds itself to the list when the control device comes in its view and
takes itself off that list when the device leaves its view.
The important attributes use to represent traffic control devices are:
· device code, assigns a unique identification number to the device
* device type, specifies one of standard traffic lights, arrow signals, stop and
yielding signs, portal signals at entrances to tunnels, fixed or variable speed limit
signs, fixed or variable message signs, lane use signs, communication beacons
* lane code, if applicable, identifies the lane which contains this device
* segment code, identifies the segment which contains this device
* position, specifies its upstream distance from container segment
* visibility, specifies the maximum distance from which the device is visible by
approaching drivers
Incidents and toll plazas are also modeled as traffic control devices, they differ
only in the effect they have on individual vehicle behavior. At toll plazas, a vehicle
will stop if it enters a booth using manual collection or merely slow down if it is on
an ETC lane. Incidents affect traffic flow by blocking single or multiple lanes in the
road network. The effect of an incident is determined by incident location, length,
duration and number of lanes affected.
2.3 Traffic surveillance system
The surveillance sensors are modeled in MITSIM based on their technical capabil-
ity rather than by simulating their operations in detail. The surveillance system is
primarily a means to extract data on the traffic flow pattern in the network. C++
classes are used to represent the following types of sensors:
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* point data sensor for extracting traffic count, occupancy, speed and headway at
a fixed point in the network
* point data sensor for extracting information on individual vehicles such as ve-
hicle type, over-height attributes
* point to point data sensor for extracting information such as travel time from
one point in the network to another
* area wide sensor such as radar detector, video camera
The important attributes use to represent an individual sensor are:
* sensor code, specifies a unique identification number to the sensor
* lane code, if applicable specifies the container lane
* working probability, specifies the probability that the sensor is operational
Sensors of the same type at the same longitudinal position in a segment are orga-
nized into a sensor station. The important attributes use to represent an individual
sensor are:
* position, specifies the distance of the downstream edge of the detection zone
from the start of the container segment
* sensor task, specifies the data collected by sensors in the station
* detection zone length, specifies the area of influence of the sensor
21
Chapter 3
Vehicle Generation and Routing
Correct and efficient algorithms for vehicle generation and routing are essential to the
robust and real-time performance of MITSIM. This chapter documents the problems
faced and corrections made to the vehicle generation and routing processes when
MITSIM was upgraded from the initial Third Harbor Tunnel network [Yang 93] to
support the entire CA/T network.
3.1 Vehicle generation
3.1.1 Static vehicle generation
This section describes the vehicle generation process in the older version of MITSIM,
and discusses its inherent drawbacks. In that version of the simulator, vehicle were
generated in a process separate from the simulator. Origin-destination flows were rep-
resented by dividing the simulation time period into short intervals, on the order of
15 simulation minutes per interval. It was assumed that within an interval, the travel
demand rate was a constant. Hence, travel demand was modeled as a time-dependent
O-D matrix. Entries in the O-D matrices represented the number of vehicles that were
scheduled to depart from an origin and travel to a destination during the correspond-
ing time period. Based on the O-D matrix, individual vehicles were generated with
random departure times and assigned types, origins, destinations, and pre-trip paths.
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The generated vehicles were then sorted by their departure times and stored in a data
file. The generation of this data file was external to MITSIM and needed to run as
a separate process prior to MITSIM. At the start of the simulation loop, when the
clock was advanced, a check was made to determine if vehicles were to be read. New
vehicles were introduced every 10 clock cycles. Sequential records would be read from
this file if the simulation clock time was greater than or equal to a vehicle's scheduled
departure time (as indicated in the data file). Then each vehicle was inserted into
the network at its origin node and assigned to a dummy segment at the start of the
first link in its pre-trip path. In the presence of a sufficient headway, the vehicle was
inserted into the network and started on its travel to its intended destination. The
insertion process involved:
* assignment of a lane to the vehicle in the dummy start segment
* assignment of a start velocity that respects leading vehicle headway
* assignment of a position to the vehicle, based on its calculated velocity and
simulation step size
In the absence of a safe headway, the vehicle was appended to a virtual queue of
vehicles maintained before its start segment. The following processing was done on
all vehicles inserted or maintained in virtual queues:
* assignment of a vehicle type to the vehicle
* assignment of driver behavior characteristics
* assignment of a free flow speed to the vehicle
* assignment of the next link to travel based on the vehicle's origin and intended
destination
The vehicle generation process described above was both inconvenient and in-
efficient. It was inconvenient because it was external to MITSIM and needed to be
executed as a separate process prior to MITSIM. It was inefficient because it statically
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generated travel and departure information for all vehicles for the entire duration of
the simulation.
3.1.2 Dynamic vehicle generation
The above-mentioned deficiencies are solved by replacing the static vehicle generation
process with a dynamic vehicle generation process that is integrated into MITSIM.
The changes effected in the vehicle generation and insertion process are described in
this section.
MITSIM now accepts as input time-dependent O-D tables that represent the travel
demand. Each trip table includes the data items that specify the time that the trip
table becomes effective, its duration of validity, and a list of departure rates for
various O-D pairs. The trip tables may have different durations as long as these do
not overlap. This allows the use of shorter time intervals during peak periods and
longer time intervals during off-peak periods. Trip tables can be specified individually
for each vehicle type or, the simulator can randomly assign a consistent vehicle type.
Vehicle type is a combination of vehicle class (e.g. bus, truck), lane use privilege (e.g.
HOV, ETC) and access information (e.g guided, unguided). These two methods of
demand representation can be used simultaneously in the travel demand file.
time interval time interval
T1 to T2 T2 to T3
list head 
I
I
OD 1 - OD2-
D 1 OD 2 .......
Figure 3-1: Linked list structure of O-D matrices
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Vehicle Type 1
Vehicle Type 2
Vehicle Type 3
OD ---c OD 2 .... -
At simulation setup time, MITSIM reads in the O-D tables and creates a linked
list of O-D matrices. Each O-D matrix contains O-D flows for each origin-destination
pair in the simulated network for a 15 minute time interval. This list of O-D matrices
is maintained for each vehicle type in the simulation. Within a list, the O-D matrices
are ordered by the time intervals they represent.
During this setup, after all matrices have been read, an initial queue of arrival
events is created. This is done by looking at each cell in the first O-D matrix for each
vehicle type. If the cell value is zero, the next matrix in this list is checked. When
and if a non-zero cell is formed, an inter-arrival time is calculated and added to the
start time for the matrix. This determines the event time and the event is then added
to the event queue.
While vehicle arrivals are generally based on a Poisson distribution, it is more
convenient for dynamically generated events to use inter-event times. A log normal
distribution based on the O-D matrix rate is used to calculate inter-event times.
At 3600.0
rate * log(1.0 - r) (3.1)
where:
At = inter-event time
rate = flow rate from O-D cell
r = uniformly distributed random number in (0, 1]
This distribution is used to generate the event time for the first vehicle of a type for
an O-D pair by adding the inter-arrival time to the interval start time. Subsequent
events are generated dynamically when each event is taken from the event queue.
During the operation of the simulation, vehicles are now generated dynamically
at their time of entry into the simulation. At each simulation cycle, after vehicles
already in the simulation have had their movements planned, MITSIM compares the
simulation clock with the event at the head of the departure event queue. It then
processes all events that have occurred since the last time interval but with event
times less than or equal to the current clock time. Each event indicates the vehicle
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type and O-D pair information. From the event time, the appropriate O-D matrix
corresponding to the vehicle type and time interval which includes the event time, is
found. If the O-D cell in that matrix in non-zero, the log normal distribution is used
to generate the next event, which is then inserted into the event queue. If the cell
is zero, the same cell in subsequent time intervals is checked and if a non-zero value
is found, another event is generated. Note that a cell value may be zero because the
event was generated with the prior time interval matrix but occurs in a new matrix.
When a vehicle is generated, several stochastic variables are selected for vehicle
and driver characteristics. In addition, an initial path from the vehicle's origin to its
destination is selected using a new route choice model. The vehicle path determination
process is covered in the next section.
Because vehicles are generated after existing vehicles have been moved, there is
generally room in the first segment of a link to insert a new vehicle. This eliminates
the need for a dummy segment at the start of each link of an origin node.
cycle event cycle
n-1 time n
s = v*dt
(a) occurence of a vehicle departure event
(b) actual insertion of vehicle in its start segment
Figure 3-2: Insertion of a dynamically generated vehicle
Using the route choice model, each dynamically generated vehicle is assigned an
initial link for travel, consistent with its origin, destination and vehicle type. For
each newly generated vehicle, the simulator searches for a headway on the lanes in
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the first segment of the start link of travel. If a safe headway exists, that vehicle is
inserted at an appropriate position in its lane and started on its travel to its intended
destination (figure 3-2). At insertion time, the vehicle is assigned a lane in its start
segment and it is also assigned a start velocity that reflects leading vehicle headway
as well as driver desired speed. The vehicle position in its segment can be calculated
from its velocity and the difference between the event time and the simulation clock.
/ ***
*** gODTable is a C++ object that
*** represents the O-D trip table
*** gclock is a C++ object that
*** represents the simulator clock
10
// Update O-D trip tables
//
while (gclock.currentTime() >= g._ODTable.nextTime())
{
g_OD Table.read();
// Create vehicles based on trip tabels
//
g_ OD Table. create Vehicles(); 20
if (gODTable.nextTime() >= gclock.stopTime() &&
gODTable.first() == NULL &&
g-state.nActive() <= 0 &&
gstate. nInQueue() <= 0)
// No more vehicles in the network and
// trip table becomes empty
//
return FALSE; 30
Figure 3-3: Dynamic vehicle generation in MITSIM
In the absence of a safe headway, the vehicle is appended to a virtual queue of
vehicles maintained before its start segment.
This process of dynamic vehicle generation is integrated into MITSIM and is
efficient in its usage of computer resources. A pseudocode for the dynamic vehicle
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generation process is given in Figure 3-3. This code is executed during each simulation
cycle.
3.2 Vehicle routing
3.2.1 Link-connectivity based vehicle routing
In the past version of the simulator, each vehicle had a scheduled path that led to
its destination. This path was defined as an ordered sequence of links that connected
the vehicle's origin node to its destination node in the network. Vehicles were moved
from one link to the next in the path sequence. To model route choice, the past
version of the simulator provided two types of route choice mechanisms [Yang 93]:
* path enumeration
* shortest path
Figure 3-4: Path enumeration in a small network
In path enumeration, each O-D pair was associated with a set of predefined paths
and the probabilities of selecting these paths. Figure 3-4 shows a simple network with
6 nodes and 6 links. Assume that vehicles traveling from node 1 to node 6 used path
a-+b-d-+f with probability 0.6 and path a-c-+e-+f with probability 0.4. A vehicle
traveling between O-D pair 1-+6 was then randomly assigned one of the predefined
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paths above (based on probabilities observed in the field or as estimated by the route
choice model). In the computer implementation, each vehicle had a variable that
points to the next link on its path. When the vehicle was moved to a downstream
link, this pointer was updated.
In the shortest path mechanism, vehicles were assigned their perceived shortest
paths from their current downstream nodes to their respective destinations. The
shortest path calculation used either historical or predicted travel times (costs). The
simulator periodically invoked a function to update the travel times (costs) and then
computed the new least travel time (cost) path tree for each destination node. Vehicles
could change their paths using this updated information. The shortest path trees were
represented in MITSIM by a successor matrix S, s.t.,
S11 S12 ''' S1N
S21 S22 '... 2N
SM1 SM2 ' SMN
(3.2)
where:
M = number of links in network
N = number of destination nodes in network
sij= least travel time (cost) required to reach destination node j from the
downstream node of link i
In addition, the estimated travel time for each link in the network was represented
in an array T:
T t= at 2 t3 ..- tM] (3.3)
where:
M= number of links in network
tj = estimated travel time for link I
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(a) Example network: each link has a link name and travel cost
3 1.5 2.4 6.8 4.9 3.7
a b c d e f
(b) Link travel time array for example network
56L INF
3.7
(c) Successor matrix for example network (INF = not reachable)
Figure 3-5: Shortest path successor matrix for a small network
Figure 3-5 shows an example network, an instance of the travel time array, and an
instance of the shortest path successor matrix corresponding to the link travel times
(costs) for this network. {1,2,3,4,5,6} represents the set of nodes in the network, while
{a,b,c,d,e,f} represents the set of links in this network. Nodes 5 and 6 are destination
nodes in this network. Figure 3-5 (b) shows the travel time array and estimated
travel times for each link. Thus the estimated travel time on link a is 3 hours, and
the total travel time along 24446 is 6.1 hours (= 2.4+3.7) while the total travel
time along 23-6 is 6.4 hours (= 1.5+4.9). Figure 3-5 (b) shows an instance of
the successor matrix. For each link, this matrix documents the shortest estimated
travel time from the link's downstream node to each destination node in the network.
Thus, the estimated shortest travel time entry in the matrix, corresponding to link a
(with downstream node 2) and destination node 6, is 6.1 hours. A travel time entry
b C f
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0
6.8
6.1
INF
4.9
0
INF 
INF
0
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in the matrix is labeled as INF if the destination node is unreachable from the link's
downstream node. The travel time entry is 0, if the destination node is the link's
downstream node. When a vehicle approaches the end of its current link, the shortest
path matrix is used to assign it a next link of travel via the following steps:
1. Consider the set of outgoing links from the vehicle's present downstream node,
that lead on to the vehicle's destination. Links with an INF entry corresponding
to the vehicle's destination in the shortest path matrix are excluded from this
set. Call this set as the set of candidate links.
2. For each link in the candidate set, calculate the total estimated travel time to
the destination if the vehicle were to choose that link. The total travel time
estimate for each link is the sum of the travel time estimate along that link and
the entry in the shortest path matrix corresponding to that link and the vehicle
destination.
3. Choose the link with the smallest total travel time estimate and assign it to the
vehicle as its next link of travel.
As an example, a vehicle on link a and headed for node 6, will be assigned link c as
its next link since the travel time along 244-46 is smaller than the travel time along
24346.
If the routing algorithm was dynamic, the simulation time period was discretized
into short intervals. The dynamic shortest path trees were represented by a set of time
dependent successor matrices e.g. S(1), S(2), ... , S(t), with each matrix corresponding
to one time interval. The shortest path calculation used either historical or predicted
travel times. The simulation model periodically invoked a function to update link
travel times and computed the least travel time path tree for each destination node.
As in the case of path enumeration, each simulated vehicle had a variable that pointed
to its next link for travel [Yang 93].
The computer implementation of these route choice models was link-connectivity
based i.e. it was implicitly assumed that each incoming link at a node in the network
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were connected to each outgoing link at that node. In other words, a vehicle that was
approaching its downstream node could be assigned any outgoing link as its next link
of travel, irrespective of its current link as well as its lane on the current link. This
is incorrect because an incoming link i at a node has only some of its lanes in its last
segment connected to an outgoing link j. Therefore, a vehicle approaching a node on
link i could select link j as its next link link only if the vehicle's current lane had a
downstream lane connection in link j. Furthermore, movement to such a connecting
lane must be planned prior to reaching the link end. The lack of such a framework
in the route choice model became evident when MITSIM was extended to the CA/T
network. It was observed that a number of vehicles were getting lost in the network,
since the route choice model was not guiding them to their intended destinations.
3.2.2 Lane-connectivity based vehicle routing
The route choice model was corrected to take into account the lane-connectivity
information between link pairs. The new route choice model is described below.
Unlike other simulation models, a route choice model is used in MITSIM to capture
drivers' route choice decisions and response to traffic controls. Two driver types are
assumed with respect to access to information: informed and uninformed drivers. For
a particular driver type the route choice model calculates the probability of choosing
an outgoing link at each intersection. At present, the simulator considers only the
travel time information while choosing a route. MITSIM generates vehicles' path
dynamically and there is no need to store the routing table explicitly. For a particular
driver type the route choice model calculates the probability of choosing an outgoing
link at each intersection [Yang 95]:
exp(ui(t)p(llj,t) = exp(u(t)) (3.4)
where:
p(l ij, t) = probability that driver chooses link I as next link at downstream
node j at time t
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ul(t) = is the utility function for choosing a route with I as next link
Oj = set of outgoing links from node j
Each vehicle sees the utility of an outgoing link as a measure of the travel cost
incurred, if the vehicle were to choose that link as its next link of travel. The utility
value for a link is set to zero if that link does not take the vehicle to its destination
or if the vehicle is not allowed on that link. Otherwise, the utility function is defined
as:
ul(t) + (t) + y(t + 1(t)) (3.5)
where:
l1(t) = expected time to traverse link I at time t
k = downstream node of link I
Ck(t + el(t)) = expected travel time on the shortest path from node k to the
destination of a vehicle that arrives at node k at time t
c, , 7 = model parameters
The utility function provides an estimate of each link's usefulness in taking a
vehicle onward to its destination. The choice set of next links, Lj for each vehicle,
is defined as the set of all the connected outgoing links at the downstream node of
the current link that may take the vehicle closer to its destination. This constraint is
necessary to prevent a vehicle from following a path that has cycles. Effectively, an
outgoing link candidate must satisfy:
Ck (t + el (t)) < Ci (t)) (3.6)
in order to be in the vehicle's choice set.
Whenever a new vehicle is being inserted into the network or when an active
vehicle enters a new link in the simulation, the route choice model in MITSIM selects
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a next link of travel for that vehicle via the following steps:
1. Calculate a utility value for each outgoing link at the vehicle's downstream
node.
2. Based on the computed utility values, construct the choice set Li such that each
link in the choice set takes the vehicle closer to its destination.
3. Probabilistically choose a link from Lj and assign it to the vehicle as its next
link of travel.
Thus, MITSIM generates the list of travel links along a vehicle's path dynamically,
and there is no need to store the routing table explicitly.
The expected travel time to the destination from each alternative downstream link
is time-independent and depends on the level of information the driver has access
to. Individual vehicles are assigned the next travel link based on the route choice
probabilities calculated. MITSIM periodically updates the time dependent shortest
paths from each link to all destination nodes for each driver using a dynamic shortest
path algorithm which is a variant of the label correction algorithm [Ahuja 93] and
takes into account:
* lane-connectivity between links at an intersection node
* lane use privilege
* time-dependent link travel time perceived by a particular driver group
* delays and regulations of turning movements at an intersection node
A pseudocode for the dynamic shortest path calculation process is given in Figure 3-6.
This code is executed at periodic intervals.
The updated travel times are transmitted to vehicles equipped with route guidance
devices when they view communication beacons [Yang 95]. All vehicles can also
respond to VMS. In particular, if the delay on the present path is greater than some
critical value compared to the best path available, the route choice model is invoked
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***
*** gtravelTimes is a C++ object that
*** that models relevant information such
*** as link travel times, link travel times
*** to all destination nodes, travel time
*** periods, etc.
***
*** pathTime_ indicates the frequency at
*** which travel time information is updated
***/
// Calculate shortest paths
/1
if' (path Time_ < TIMEEPSILON)
// This method takes into account:
// o lane-connectivity
// o lane use priveleges
// o time dependent link travel times
// o turning movement delays and regulations
//
// when calculating the updated shortest
// paths
//
g_travelTimes. findShortestPaths();
I
// reset counter
//
path Time_ = pathStepSize_;
// decrement counter
pathT = gcock// stepSze
path Time -= gclock.stepSize ;
Figure 3-6: Dynamic shortest path calculation
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to recalculate the probability and choose a new path. The lane changing model in
MITSIM uses the updated route choice information when planning the movements
for individual vehicles during each simulation cycle. The planning of movements is
necessary to ensure that whenever any vehicle reaches the end of its present link, it's
lane has a downstream connection in the that vehicle's intended next link of travel
(the process by which a vehicle is assigned its next link of travel was described earlier).
A new movement plan is initiated for each vehicle when the vehicle moves into
its new link. This movement plan affects the sequence of lane changes made by
the vehicle while in that link. Thus, the planning of movements for each vehicle is
integrated with the lane changing model of MITSIM. The lane changing algorithm
of MITSIM is invoked periodically on each vehicle in the simulation and each time
it is invoked, the lane changing algorithm estimates the probability of a mandatory
as well as a discretionary lane change for each vehicle. The sequence of lane changes
initiated by the lane changing algorithm for a vehicle guarantees that the vehicle
is in its correct lane when it reaches the end of its present link. At each step, the
probability of a lane change for a given vehicle is influenced by:
* number of lanes to cross: more the number of lanes to cross to get to the vehicle's
correct lane, greater is the urgency to initiate the lane changing process
* vehicle distance form downstream node: lesser the distance, greater is the ur-
gency to initiate the lane changing process
The lane changing algorithm uses a PDF of normal distribution to calculate the
probability of a mandatory lane change for each vehicle. This PDF takes into account
the vehicle's downstream node distance, as well as the number of lanes required to
cross in order to get onto a correct lane, and is defined as follows:
P = exp -(. .)] (3.7)
where e is the vehicle downstream node distance and a is defined as:
a = (1.0 + an + d) (3.8)
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where:
n = number of lanes to cross to get to the correct lane
d = segment density
, 3, = model parameters
A mandatory lane change is then made if p exceeds a randomly chosen threshold value
in (0, 1]. The detailed lane changing model of MITSIM is described in Appendix C
of this thesis.
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Chapter 4
The Multi-process Simulator
This chapter discusses the design and implementation issues in the evolution of MIT-
SIM from a monolithic, single-process simulator to a distributed, multi-process sys-
tem. An early implementation of the multi-process simulator is described early on
in this chapter. The latter half of this chapter documents the implementation issues
being tackled in a distributed, multi-process model of the MITSIM simulator based
on the RoadGraph design.
An initial design of the multi-process simulator has been implemented for the
CA/T network. The multi-process simulator constitutes a set of functionally inde-
pendent processes running on dedicated computers. These processes communicate by
exchanging C++ objects containing relevant information over a computer network.
In the final implementation of the multi-process simulator system, the monolithic
TMITSIM program is replaced by the following functionally independent processes:
* the traffic simulator (TS) process which modeled the underlying traffic network
and simulated individual vehicle behavior
* the local field controller (LFC) process which simulated the surveillance system
and reported surveillance readings at well-defined intervals
* the graphical user interface (GUI) process which handled the computer display
update and animation tasks
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Figure 4-1: The server-client model for multi-process MITSIM
In addition, the multi-process simulator system includes a master clock process
which is used to control and synchronize the activities of the other three processes.
The multi-process simulator system uses the BinaryDataBuffer (BDB) [Sturdy 93]
package to establish and maintain communication between processes in the multi-
process simulator. BDB is a scheme for storing and transmitting binary data across
heterogeneous machines over a computer network. The next section gives a brief
overview of the BDB package.
4.1 Data communication using the BDB interface
4.1.1 The BinaryDataBuffer
The BinaryDataBuffer is a generic buffer to package binary data in a machine-
independent format. Internally, the data contains no padding and is represented
with a consistent byte ordering. BDBs are typically used for storing/retrieving data
to/from disk and for sending messages between processes, even when the writer and
the reader process may not be running on the same platform type. As data is added
to a BDB, its internally allocated space grows as needed. The C+-t implementa-
tion of the BDB class provides default operators for insertion/extraction of primitive
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data types (e.g. int, char, float, double). C++ classes can take advantage of
the BDB by providing overloaded insertion and extraction operators as is commonly
done for istreams and ostreams in C++.
4.1.2 The BinaryDataChannel
The BinaryDataChannel (BDC) is a generic inter-process communication client inter-
face. BDC is a C++ abstract base class which implements the interface to a generic
inter-process communication (IPC) channel. This interface is intended to be general
enough to span the range of network transport mechanisms that can be accessed via
UNIX file descriptors (including socket descriptors). The send ()/receive () meth-
ods defined for the BDC class behave much like UNIX write()/read() calls in that
they will block indefinitely until the operation is completed. It is possible, however,
to implement non-blocking or finite duration communication operations using BDC.
Data is passed to/from the BDC in a BDB. The BDB provides a mechanism for
encapsulation of data transformation and compression. The BDC is also integrated
into the event handling services to support event driven program structures. As an
example, the master clock component in the multi-process simulator uses the event
handling services provided by the BDC. The semantics of opening a communication
channel are not implemented in the BDC class since opening a channel requires the se-
lection of a specific transport medium/protocol. BDCs perform limited handshaking
on establishing a connection to exchange names which are primarily used for printing
error diagnostics. When a BDC closes, it sends a termination message to its peer.
This handshaking is transparent to the user, though a BDC will close itself when it
receives a termination message from its peer.
4.1.3 The ServerBinaryDataChannel
The ServerBinaryvDataChannel (SBDC) is an abstract base class which extends the
interface of the BDC to cover the situation of a server connected to multiple clients.
In general, methods defined for peer-to-peer communication in the BDC class are
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overloaded to broadcast/merge the flow from/to the set of connected clients. The
SBDC provides a generic inter-process communication server interface.
4.1.4 The SimClock
The SimClock is a C++ class that can be used to keep track of the current time, and
which can run at arbitrary frequencies. The SimClock keeps tracks of the current
simulated time in a process. The SimClock can run at real time (one second/second)
or any other non-negative time factor. Time factors greater than unity result in
simulated passage of time faster than real time.
4.1.5 The GlobalSimClock
The GlobalSimClock is a version of the SimClock which provides inter-process syn-
chronization. The GlobalSimClock derives its behavior from the SimClock except
that it maintains a connection to a master clock process for multi-process time syn-
chronization. Methods that change the time factor result in a message being sent to
the master clock which then broadcasts the change to all connected processes. When-
ever the time or time factor are asked for, the GlobalSimClock first checks for new
messages from the master clock before providing an answer.
4.2 Design and implementation of the multi-process
simulator
This section describes the approach taken in the design and implementation of the
multi-process simulator. While the GUI process was implemented from scratch, the
TS and LFC processes were implemented by extracting relevant portions of the code
from the monolithic MITSIM source. At each step, correctness of the new system
was verified by comparing surveillance system output files and the animation display
output.
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4.2.1 A multi-process simulator with two processes
The first step in the implementation of the multi-process simulator system was the
separation of the LFC process form the monolithic simulator. The author extracted
the code relevant to the LFC process from the monolithic simulator and transformed
it into a separate process. Thus, the two processes constituting the simulator were
the LFC process and the TS process. At this stage, the TS process also handled
the graphics and animation operations. Communication between the TS and LFC
process took place using BDB. The TS acted as the server process whereas the LFC
was its client. The TS process communicated surveillance system readings to the
LFC process every 100 simulation cycles. The LFC process aggregated the individual
sensor readings across sensor stations and output these readings.
The TS process was also optimized to handle the interaction between individual
vehicles and the surveillance system [Logcher 93]. This optimization was achieved as
follows: while crossing a sensor, a vehicle triggered the sensor to an occupied state
when the vehicle's front bumper intercepted the start of the sensor detection zone.
The sensor state changed to unoccupied when the vehicle's rear bumper crossed the
end of the sensor detection zone. The sensor recorded the vehicle occupancy data
during this time interval and updated its vehicle count and other vehicle dependent
statistics. A pseudocode for this optimization is given in Figure 4-2.
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* functionality to implement interaction
* between vehicles and sensor devices
*1
VEHICLE::move()
{
// move vehicle during this clock cycle
//
//
// vehicle has moved in this cycle
// update its interaction with sensor
// devices
//
if (distance < olddistance)
{
// there exists a next sensor device 20
//
if(nextsurv != NULL)
{
if((olddistance > startsensordist) &&
(distance <= startsensordist))
// vehicle's front bumper has crossed
// start of sensor detection zone
//
nextsurv->sensorstart(distance, curspeed, acceleration); 30
if((olddistance > end-sensor_dist) &&
(distance <= end_sensor_dist))
// vehicle's front bumper has crossed
// end of sensor detection zone
//
nextsurv->sensorend (distance, curspeed, acceleration, length);
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Figure 4-2: Optimized interaction between vehicle and sensor objects in MITSIM
The TS process communicated the sensor readings to the LFC process every 100
simulation cycles. Correctness of the new system was verified by comparing the sensor
output files of the multi-process simulator with those of the monolithic simulator.
The extraction of the LFC module into a separate process along with the opti-
mization of the vehicle-sensor interaction contributed to an improvement of 16% in
the running time of MITSIM 1
4.2.2 A multi-process simulator with three processes
The next step involved incorporating a separate GUI process into the multi-process
simulator system. While a new GUI process was being developed to cater to the needs
of the CA/T network (under the framework of the multi-process simulator system),
the author stripped the existing simulator code of all its GUI functionality. Once
this was achieved, a protocol was established which allowed the new GUI process to
receive vehicle information from the TS process and dynamically update its vehicle
animation and traffic network display.
Under this initial protocol, the TS process communicated relevant vehicle informa-
tion (e.g. vehicle id, vehicle type, vehicle velocity, vehicle acceleration, vehicle lane,
vehicle segment, vehicle link) for each active vehicle in the simulation each simulation
cycle to the GUI process. Vehicle messages were sent in batches of 500 vehicles during
the simulation cycle. A special vehicle message was sent when a vehicle reached its
intended destination and was exited from the simulation. The GUI process dropped
that vehicle from its view of active vehicles when this special message was received,
and that vehicle was no longer drawn on the display. While this scheme worked,
it unfortunately involved a very high communication overload between the TS and
GUI processes, since vehicle information was being communicated for each individual
vehicle active in the simulation during each simulation cycle.
To reduce the communication bandwidth between the TS and GUI processes,
a new protocol was established. Under this protocol, the TS broadcasted vehicle
1 as revealed by running profiles on 15 minute simulation trials of the multi-process and monolithic
versions of MITSIM
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information only if one or more of vehicle acceleration, vehicle segment, or vehicle
lane changed during the simulation. This scheme avoided the need for communicat-
ing vehicle information every cycle during the simulation. In fact empirical results
indicated that the total communication bandwidth between the TS and the GUI pro-
cesses was reduced by a factor of 12-14% as a result of the new protocol 2. The
GUI process was now required to extrapolate each vehicle on its display, using the
last state vector received for that vehicle as a basis. The considerable reduction in
communication bandwidth justified this additional pre-processing for each vehicle in
the GUI process (before the vehicle was actually updated on the display). To speed
up this pre-processing, the GUI maintained a hashtable of all active vehicles in its
view. The vehicles were hashed on their IDs. The hashtable structure enabled fast
access to vehicle state information.
A pseudocode for the server process in the TS-to-GUI communication service is
given in Figure 4-3.
2as revealed by running profiles on simulation trials of the multi-process system using both the
proposed TS-to-GUI communication protocols
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* runMainLoop() represents an iteration of the simulation cycle
int
Panel:: runMainLoop()
{
// timestamp the vehicle state vector message for this cycle
bdcvelhserver. timestamp (gctrlpanel. currenttime + .1 * gctrlpanel. deciclock);
// physically move the vehicle based on its current speed and
// acceleration computeduring this cycle. 10o
Move Vehicles ();
// flush the communication buffer for next set of messages
bdcveh-server. clear();
/I
* this is how a vechile state vector message is constructed
* based on vehicle state information
VehicleXmitted VehicleState:: VehicleXmittedVehicleState(const VEHICLE& veh, int done)
: XmittedVehicleState(veh. code(), 20
// the done bit is set to -1 if the vehicle
// has arrived at its destination
done ? -1 : veh.lane(->code(),
veh. lane() ->segment() ->index(),
veh.type(, veh.status(, (short) veh.distance(),
veh.length(, veh.accRate(, veh.velocity())
// nothing else to do
30
* functionality to move a vehicle and add
* its state vector to the GUI message if necessary
VEHICLE: :move(
// move vehicle during this clock cycle
// add this vehicle's state vector to BDB message.
// send message to GUI process if batch of 500 vehicles is
// complete or if there are no more vehicles to be considered 40
if (gui == 1)
{
// the gui bit is set iff at least one of vehicle
// accelaration, vehicle lane, or vehicle segment has changed
bdcvehserver.send( VehicleXmittedVehicleState(*this));
gui = 0;
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Figure 4-3: Server process setup for the TS-to-GUI communication service
The master clock utility provided with the BDB package was used to control the
operations of the TS, LFC, and GUI processes so that all three processes proceeded
in lock-step synchronization with each other.
The implementation of the GUI as a separate process contributed to a big decrease
of 44% in the running time of MITSIM 3. The success of this implementation has led
to the development of a distributed, multi-process, and extensible framework for
MITSIM based on the RoadGraph design.
4.3 The RoadGraph design
Despite the its impressive performance, the monolithic simulator is restrictive in terms
of its basic design. It is not easy to extend the capabilities of the simulator in an
intuitive and modular fashion. Indeed, it is very difficult to enhance the simulator
functionality without having unpleasant "side-effects" on the existing simulator source
base. Such enhancements may include addition of a CO model, a new generation of
lane changing algorithms, a network display module, or a Measures of Effectiveness
(MOE) module used to evaluate control strategies.
In order to overcome these limitations, a new design has been proposed. This
has been termed as the RoadGraph design, and aims at providing a distributed and
extensible framework for the simulator without affecting its internal model. Figure
4-4 shows the prototype RoadGraph-based simulator structure under current imple-
mentation. This simulator structure comprises of:
* the RoadGraph (RG) module
The RoadGraph module is the "engine" that drives the entire design. It is
essentially a database of the underlying traffic network being modeled. It not
only stores the underlying network geometry, surveillance and control system
information, but also maintains a dynamic view of vehicles being simulated. It
thus stores a unified database of the entire traffic network being simulated, and
3as revealed by running profiles on 15 minute simulation trials of the multi-process and monolithic
versions of MITSIM
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Figure 4-4: The RoadGraph design
provides a single, consistent interface for any other module that may want to
access and interact with the underlying network.
· the Traffic Mover (TM) module
This is merely the MITSIM simulator as currently exists. It performs the essen-
tial vehicle simulation tasks and helps the RoadGraph module in maintaining
an updated and consistent view of the state of the underlying network. It is
conceivable to have more than one TM modules plugged in to the RoadGraph
database at the same time. The ability to do so demonstrates the unique ca-
pability of the RoadGraph design framework. In such a case, each TM module
simulates a subset of the original traffic network. This capability shows the
strong support offered by the RoadGraph design for a distributed simulation
environment.
· the Clock module
This module acts to synchronize the activities of the Integrated Project Control
System (IPCS), the Traffic Management System and the RoadGraph modules.
It is intended to function in much the same way as the master clock utility of
the BDB.
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· the Wrapper module
The Wrapper module provides a high level communication channel between
the Traffic Mover module and the RoadGraph database. This way the Road-
Graph database does not need to worry about the internal operations of the
Traffic Mover module. At present, the Wrapper module facilitates the exchange
of vehicle state vector information between the Traffic Mover and the Road-
Graph. During each clock cycle, the server side of the Wrapper module collects
information on vehicles in the simulation and broadcasts it using a dedicated
BDC channel. The Wrapper module collects vehicle state vector information
only if the dynamic vehicle state (viz. vehicle acceleration, vehicle lane, vehi-
cle segment) changes during the cycle. This helps reduce the communication
bandwidth requirements. The client side of the Wrapper module extracts the
vehicle information from the BDC channel and uses it to update the RoadGraph
database. The client side of the Wrapper module extrapolates vehicle positions
between messages using a constant vehicle acceleration.
* the Display Module (DM)
This is the display module that provides a graphical interface to the simulated
traffic network. It provides an animation window on the traffic network for
dynamically updating individual vehicle positions. It also displays aggregate
network characteristics such as segment densities, vehicle flow statistics etc.
Like the TM modules, it is possible to involve more than one DM modules in
the design, so that each DM module animates a specific subset of the original
network.
* the Integrated Project Control System (IPCS) module
The IPCS module simulates a highly reliable, computerized roadway monitoring
and control system. It provides a testbed for evaluating the interaction of a
proposed IPCS control logic with simulated traffic scenarios.
* the Sensor module
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The Sensor module models the surveillance system in the underlying network.
It offers updated traffic sensor readings during the simulation to other modules
in the RoadGraph design. It is conceivable to have more than one Sensor
modules plugged into the RoadGraph database, such that each module models
the surveillance system in its subset of the network.
* the Control module
The Control module models the behavior of the control system in the underlying
network. It interacts with the IPCS module and accordingly updates the state
of traffic control devices in the network.
* the Measurement of Effectiveness (MOE) module
The MOE module computes and simulates a number of criteria such as segment
densities, in order to determine the effectiveness of a control logic response to
a traffic scenario. It is possible to simultaneously involve more than one MOE
modules in the design, so that each module simulates effectiveness criteria for
a subset of the network.
* the Carbon monoxide module (CO)
The CO module simulates the spatial variability of vehicle exhaust gas emission
levels along roadways. in order to determine flow characteristics and pollution
levels in the underlying network.
The RoadGraph design is extensible because it allows for painless addition of
new modules to the existing structure. By supporting more than one instances of
certain modules, the RoadGraph offers strong support for a distributed simulation
environment.
4.4 Elements of the RoadGraph
This section gives an overview of the RoadGraph structure. The important concepts
being implemented in the RoadGraph class are the RoadObject class, the RoadSeg-
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ment class, and the RGLane class. Between them, these classes suffice to model and
simulate any underlying traffic network.
4.4.1 The RoadObject class
The RoadObject class is a base class for vehicles, sensors, controls and anything else
on the road. An inheritance hierarchy for the RoadObject class is shown in Figure
4-5:
Figure 4-5: Inheritance hierarchy for RoadObjects
4.4.2 The Marker class
The Marker class represents a clever feature of the RoadGraph design. Markers are
objects in the RoadGraph which can either be notified, or notify other objects in a
lane. Surprisingly, this simple concept can model not only traffic elements such as
controls and sensors, but also vehicle behavior characteristics such as yielding and
merging. Depending on their function, individual markers can be either stationary
markers or movable, e.g. sensor devices are stationary markers, whereas merging
behavior is modeled as a movable marker. Markers are placed at the point where the
devices they model are first sighted or tripped. The following examples demonstrate
how markers can be used to model vehicle behavior in the simulator.
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Figure 4-6 shows the interaction of an exit signal with a vehicle. Note that the
exit marker appears at the position where the vehicle first views the exit signal. The
vehicle responds to the marker by reviewing its goals, and if necessary, initiating its
plan of movements to take or avoid the exit. Vehicle behavior is thus influenced at
the location of the marker rather than the exit sign it actually represents.
lane -
markler at position vehicle
responds to sign
exit
actual location of sign
Figure 4-6: Control device marker
Figure 4-7 shows how merge markers are used in the RoadGraph design to model
vehicle merging behavior. In this example the merge marker needs to be in the right
I Veh I 1 merge marker
Figure 4-7: Merge marker
place and contain the correct information to allow Veh 1 to decide whether or not
yielding is desirable or useful. Veh 1's desire to yield can be modeled as a flip of a
coin, whereas a useful yield action is the result of a more complex interaction between
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the two vehicles. The yield marker must be positioned far back enough from the yield
point so that vehicles moving at certain speeds can apply a nominal acceleration
(deceleration) to create an acceptable yield gap. Using these three parameters, Veh
2 can calculate the position of the marker. If the marker is guaranteed to be in a
useful position, and if Veh 1's coin flip works, and if Veh 1 is moving at a certain
speed and can decelerate at the proper rate, then Veh 1 will be able to create an
acceptable gap. In the merging case, the movement and positioning of the marker
is affected only by Veh 2's velocity, acceleration and position information. This is
because as Veh 2 slows down and gets closer to the merge point, the merge marker
may have to be moved back. During all this time, Veh 1 only has to check its desire
to yield and its speed.
Figure 4-8 shows how lane yield markers are used in the RoadGraph to model
yielding behavior in vehicles. The manipulation of the yield marker is similar to the
v e h i c l e | vehicle|
Veh vehicle
Figure 4-8: Yield marker
process described in the merging situation. Thus, the yield marker needs to be in
the right place and contain the correct information to allow Veh 1 to decide whether
or not yielding is desirable or useful. Veh 2 can calculate the position of the marker
based on Veh 1' s desire to yield and availability of an acceptable gap. In this yielding
case, the movement and positioning of the marker is affected only by Veh 2' s velocity,
acceleration and position information. This is because as Veh 2 slows down and gets
closer to the yield point, the yield marker may have to be moved back. During all
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this time, Veh only has to check its desire to yield and its speed. Again, it is Veh
2 that has complete control over the marker.
The sensor marker is an example of a stationary marker. Sensor markers model
sensor devices by keeping track of all vehicles that cross a sensor device during the
simulation. Sensor markers can be used to simulate a variety of sensor devices such
as line sensors, area sensors etc.
Markers control the behavior of the vehicle they interact with. A vehicle responds
to a marker by adding the appropriate goal to its queue of goals to be satisfied. The
goal-based vehicle behavior model is discussed in the next section.
4.4.3 Use of Vehicle class for Goal-based behavior
The Vehicle class is a subclass of the RoadObject class. In addition to capturing the
position and motion information of simulator vehicles, the Vehicle class has added
functionality to interact with markers and devise a corresponding goal based response
strategy.
Recall that markers are placed at the point of sight of a vehicle, i.e. at the position
where a vehicle first views the object which the marker is representing. When a vehicle
encounters a marker, it responds by adding a goal to its queue of goals waiting to be
satisfied. Goals are satisfied when certain actions are executed by the vehicle. Since
they influence the structure of a vehicle's goal queue, markers are said to control that
vehicle's behavior.
Such a goal-based driver behavior model takes a different approach to simulating
a driver's response to signs, signals, traffic incidents, and surrounding vehicles by as-
sociating a list of appropriate goals with the driver's maneuver plan. Each driver may
have more than one goal that needs to be satisfied at the same time. Each goal can
be generated by different traffic controls, incidents, or interaction with surrounding
vehicles. However, there is a well-defined priority associated with each goal, and at
any given instant, the driver's plans are influenced only by the highest priority goal.
Markers are used to represent the range of traffic entities that a driver can react
to, and include:
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* variable traffic controls, e.g. LUS, VSLS, VMS
* fixed traffic controls, e.g. exit signs, warning signs, fixed speed limit signs
· traffic incidents
* tollbooths
* interaction with surrounding vehicles, e.g. car following, discretionary lane
changing, merging, courtesy yielding, vehicle queues ahead
Each of the elements mentioned above can cause a driver to generate a movement
goal for a driver. A goal will include the following format: to reach a target speed
and/or to enter one of the target lanes before a certain location. A goal object will
also include its priority, conditions under which the goal is valid, and the entity (e.g.
sign, event, vehicle) that generated this goal, in its format. Each driver maintains an
ordered queue of goals. Once a goal is not valid (either because it is satisfied or has
expired), it will be removed from the goal list. The goal based vehicle control loop
can be summarized as follows:
1. update list of visible controls
2. update view surrounding vehicles
3. update car following flag, discretionary lane changing flag, merging flag, and
courtesy yielding flag
4. expire obsolete goals
5. add new goals if necessary
6. decide lane changing and acceleration based on highest priority goal
7. move vehicle
In order to execute an action consistent with a driver's goals the following procedure
is suggested:
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1. find the highest priority goal
2. if there is a speed goal, then compute acceleration/deceleration rate
3. if there is a lane change goal, then test feasibility of a lane change (depending
on goal priority, number of lanes to be crossed and driver attributes)
The idea behind a goal-based driver behavior model is to be able to take the "whole
picture" into consideration when a driver makes a decision about his movement, and
to also try to establish an efficient outline for such a proposed goal-based behavior.
In the next section, some possible goals are drafted based on currently existing traffic
controls, events, and interaction with surrounding vehicles.
4.4.4 Examples of vehicle goal objects
In this section, some possible goals and their influence on a driver's maneuver plan is
described.
Lane Use Sign
1. Red LUS
* If all lanes ahead have red LUS, then stop before LUS
speed: 0
lane: not defined
location: n ft before LUS
validity: all lanes have red LUS ahead
* If not all lanes ahead have red LUS, then change to lanes without red LUS
if possible or be ready to stop before red LUS
speed : 0
lane: lanes with green LUS if any, otherwise lanes with yellow LUS
location: n ft before LUS
validity: at least one red LUS ahead
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2. Yellow LUS
* If there are green LUSs, then change to lanes with green LUS and slow
down
speed: n % of current speed
lane: lanes with green LUS
location: not defined
validity: yellow LUSs ahead
Traffic Signal
1. Red signal
* Stop before red traffic signal until signal changes
speed: 0
lane: not defined: 0
location: n ft before red light
validity: red traffic signal ahead
2. Flashing red signal
Come to complete stop at a flashing red light
speed : 0
lane : not defined
location: n ft before flashing red light
validity: flashing red traffic ahead and speed goal is not satisfied
3. Yellow
Be ready to stop at traffic signal if possible
speed: 0
lane: not defined
location: n ft before flashing red light
validity: yellow traffic ahead
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4. Flashing yellow
Reduce speed before flashing red light
speed: n % of current speed
lane: not defined
location: n ft before flashing red light
validity: flashing yellow traffic ahead and the speed goal is not satisfied
5. VSLS
* This causes the driver to adjust his desired speed in accordance with the
VSLS.
Fixed Sign
1. Exit signs
* Change to the exit lane(s) if possible, otherwise stop before the exit and
continue trying to change to exit lane(s)
speed: 0
lane: lane(s) indicated on exit sign
location: n ft before end of link
validity: exit needed for vehicle path
* Lane goal is not satisfied
2. Speed Limit Sign
* This causes the driver to adjust his desired speed in accordance with the
speed limit sign.
3. Merge Warning Sign
* This causes the driver to avoid merging traffic
speed : not defined
lane: neighboring lane that is away from merging lane
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location: n ft before merging point
validity: lane goal is not satisfied
Incident
* If there is complete blockage, then stop before incident
speed :0
lane: not defined
location: n ft before incident
validity: causing event is active and causing event is ahead
* If there is partial blockage, then change to non-blocked lane if possible and be
ready to stop before incident
speed: 0
lane : non-blocked lane(s)
location : n ft before incident
validity: causing event is active and causing event is ahead and lane goal is not
satisfied
* If there is partial blockage, then change to non-blocked lane if possible and pass
incident at passing speed
speed : passing speed
lane: non-blocked lane(s)
location: n ft before incident
validity: causing event is active and causing event is ahead
Tollbooth
Change lane to a correct type of toll booth which has the shortest queue
speed : passing speed
lane : correct toll lane with shortest queue
location: n ft before toll plaza
validity: tollbooth ahead
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Interaction with Surrounding Vehicles
1. Car following
* Avoid collision with front vehicle
speed: front vehicle speed
lane: not defined
location: n ft away from front vehicle
validity: car following flag is on and speed goal is not satisfied and current
speed is greater than goal speed
2. Discretionary lane changing
* Obtain a higher speed by lane changing
speed : lower density neighboring lane
lane: not defined
location: not defined
validity: discretionary flag is on and lane goal is not satisfied
3. Merging
* Avoid collision with merging vehicle
speed : other vehicle speed
lane: not defined
location: n ft before merging point
validity: merging flag is on and other vehicle is not decelerating
4. Courtesy yielding
* Increase headway for neighboring front vehicle
speed : neighboring front vehicle speed
lane: not defined
location: n ft before merging point
validity: courtesy yielding flag is on and neighboring front vehicle lane
change flag is on
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4.4.5 The RoadSegment class
The RoadSegment class contains an array of lanes in a road segment, a macro lane
of vehicles in that segment, and the lane connectivity information for all lanes in
that segment. The macro lane is a utility that can tell the order of Vehicle objects
(irrespective of lane positions) in the segment, corresponding to vehicle positions
in the TM segment. There is also some geometry information associated with the
RoadSegment class which can be used for display purposes (e.g. segment start and
end positions, bulge).
4.4.6 The RoadLane class
The RoadLane class contains the local positions of Vehicle objects and everything else
in the road, including different kinds of markers. The RoadLane class also contains
a pointer to its container RoadSegment.
4.4.7 The RoadGraph class
The RoadGraph class functionality includes maintaining the road network geometry,
network connectivity, the current state of objects in the system, and facilities for
interprocess communication. It contains the following attributes:
* a list of RGLane objects
* a list of RoadSegment objects
· a hashtable of Vehicle objects
Individual Vehicle objects are hashed on their IDs. To maintain consistency across
all modules connected to the RoadGraph database, it is proposed to quantize vehicle
speed and acceleration values. The quantized values will be stored in tables which
can be freely accessed by any module connected to the RoadGraph. Such shared
tables ensure a uniform view of vehicle positions in the network across all RoadGraph
modules.
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4.5 The Wrapper module design and implementa-
tion
A prototype Wrapper module has been implemented as part of the RoadGraph design.
The Wrapper module provides a high level communication channel between the Traf-
fic Mover module and the RoadGraph database. This way the RoadGraph database
does not need to worry about the internal operations of the Traffic Mover module. At
present, the Wrapper module facilitates the exchange of vehicle state vector informa-
tion between the Traffic Mover and the RoadGraph. In its present implementation,
the Wrapper module uses the BDB package to establish a dedicated communication
channel between the Traffic Mover and RoadGraph processes. The server side of the
Wrapper module encapsulates static and dynamic vehicle state information into a
BDB message and broadcasts this message over the computer network. Static vehicle
information is sent exactly once for each vehicle when that vehicle is inserted into the
simulation. The static vehicle information includes:
* vehicle id
* vehicle type
* vehicle length
* vehicle width
* vehicle origin node
* vehicle destination node
* vehicle speed group
The Wrapper server also sends dynamic vehicle state information only when the dy-
namic vehicle state (viz. vehicle acceleration, vehicle lane, vehicle segment) changes.
This helps reduce the network communication bandwidth considerably. The dynamic
vehicle information includes:
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· vehicle id
* vehicle lane
* vehicle segment
* vehicle link
* vehicle distance
* vehicle velocity
* vehicle acceleration
In addition, the Wrapper server sends a special message when a simulated vehicle
arrives at its destination and exits from the simulation.
The client side of the Wrapper module uses these BDB messages to extract vehicle
information and populate the RoadGraph database with instances of vehicles. The
Wrapper client module maintains a hashtable of vehicles, where individual vehicles
are hashed on their ids. Whenever a static vehicle message is received, the Wrapper
client module inserts a new vehicle entry into this hashtable. When a dynamic vehicle
message is received, the Wrapper client updates the corresponding vehicle entry in
the hashtable. Between successive dynamic vehicle messages, the Wrapper client
extrapolates individual positions based on existing information maintained in the
hashtable. When the special vehicle exit message is received, the Wrapper client
drops the corresponding vehicle entry from the hashtable.
A detailed listing of the Wrapper classes is presented in Figure 4-9.
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The message header
This specifies two things:
o Whether rest of the message contains static or dynamic vehicle data
o Size of the rest of the message (i.e. number of vehicles)
,/
class WMesg
{ 10
public:
inline void init(int t, int s) {type_ = t; size_ = s;}
inline void size(int s) {size_ = s;}
inline int size(void) {return size_;}
inline void operator ++(void) {size_++;}
inline void operator -- (void) {size_--;}
inline void type(int t) {type_ = t;}
inline int type(void) {return type_;}
private:
int type_; // static/dynamic message type 20
int size_; // message size
/
The Vehicle class abstraction provided by the wrapper
It provides an interface to all static and dynamic attributes of the Vehicle
class
,/
class W_ Veh 30
{
public:
inline void init(int c, int t, double 1, double w, int o, int d, int s);
inline void init(int c, int 1, int s, int k, double d, double v, double a);
private:
// static attributes
int code-, type_, origin_, dest_, speedgrp_;
double length_, width;
// dynamic attributes
int lane-, seg_, link-; 40
double distance_, veL, acc_;
Figure 4-9: Wrapper module class listing (contd)
Figure 4-9: Wrapper module class listing (contd)
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The base wrapper class for client and server utilities
The same class is used to send static as well as dynamic vehicle data
,/
class WBase
{
public:
inline int type(void) {return msg_.type();}
inline int size(void) {return msg-.size(;}
inline void type(int t) {msg_.type(t);}
inline void size(int s) {msg_.size(s);}
protected:
WMesg msg_; // describes the message type & size
WVeh veh_; // abstracted information from a single Vehicle object
The server utility for the simulator wrapper
class WServer : public WBase
{
public:
void operator =(int);
void push(int, int, double, double,
void open(void);
void send(double,double);
private:
SvrBinaryDataChannel *svrbdc_; //
BinaryDataBuffer veh.bdb; //
int, int, int, int, int, int, double, double, double);
30
Server channel used for sending messages
actual vehicle-message sent
The client utility for the simulator wrapper
class WClient : public WBase
{
void open(void);
void fetch(void);
private:
BinaryDataChannel *clibdc_; // Client channel used for recving messages
Figure 4-10: Wrapper module class listing
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The final chapter of this thesis presents a summary of research work done on the
MITSIM traffic simulator and presents a few research directions for further develop-
ment.
5.1 Summary of research work on MITSIM
In the previous chapters the real-time, microscopic MITSIM traffic simulator was
presented. The framework and basic components for a prototype multi-process im-
plementation based on the MITSIM model was also discussed. Finally the layout
for an extensible and distributed version of MITSIM based on the RoadGraph design
was described. The success of the multi-process simulator justifies the implementation
effort being spent on the RoadGraph-based traffic simulator. Among the biggest ad-
vantages of the RoadGraph approach is that it hides the complexity of the simulator
model and allows for a easy, incremental enhancements to the existing design.
5.2 Future work
This section itemizes the next steps in the development and enhancement of the MIT-
SIM simulation model. The future directions for MITSIM-related research include:
* implementation of measures of effectiveness
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* implementation of the CO model
* incorporation of urban streets
* implementation of a new goal-based driver behavior model
* calibration and validation of the model
5.2.1 Implementation of Measures of Effectiveness (MOE)
The present version of the simulator generates only basic network performance mea-
sures such as speed, density and flow on selected links, and travel times mean speeds
for selected origin-destination pairs. However, the simulator model is intended to
support comprehensive system evaluation tasks. More statistics and MOEs can be
generated by incorporating a suitable MOE module into the simulator framework.
The task ahead is to specifically define what kind of MOEs are required for evaluation
of ITS applications, and to implement them within the framework of the simulation
model.
5.2.2 Incorporation of Urban streets
The simulator design contains most of the functionality required for supporting an
integrated traffic network. However, the following elements need to be incorporated
to simulate traffic operations in urban streets:
* bus operations
* pedestrian interrupts
* parking interrupts
* passing (overtaking) using the opposite direction lane on two-way streets
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5.2.3 Calibration and Validation
The simulator model uses a large number of parameters that characterize driver
behavior and network performance. The simulator design allows the flexibility for
changing the parameters used in the model. In order to establish the correct set
of parameter values, considerable calibration and validation effort is required. Two
basic approaches for calibration and validation are:
* Test the behavior of the simulation model using small, hypothetical networks
and controlled traffic scenarios and observe for any counter intuitive behavior
of the model
* Obtain data on existing facilities, run the simulator and compare its results to
field observations. Any unreasonable difference between simulated results and
field data requires that appropriate simulation parameters and/or algorithms
be modified
Among the parameters that need to be calibrated include parameters used in the
car-following, lane-changing, and route-choice algorithms as well as the step sizes used
to control the frequency of invoking these algorithms.
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Appendix A
Elements of the Traffic Network
A.1 Road network system
A.1.1 Node
An individual node object may either represent an origin and/or a destination, sig-
nalized or unsignalized intersections, or ramp intersections. A node is modeled as a
C++ class with following attributes:
* unique node id
* node type
1 = external node
2 = intersection node
* node name
* number of links entering a node
* array of pointers to each link entering a node
* number of links exiting a node
* array of pointers to each link exiting a node
* node coordinates
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A.1.2 Link
An individual link object represents a linear piece of a bidirectional roadway. A link
is modeled as a C++ class with following attributes:
* unique link id
* link type
1 = freeway link
2 = ramp link
3 = urban street link
7 = facility type link
8 = tunnel link
* pointer to link's upstream node
* pointer to link's downstream node
* pointer to street name
* link length in meters
* number of segments in link
>1
* pointer to first segment in link
* list of control devices in link
* list of surveillance devices in link
* pointer to first vehicle queued in the link
* pointer to last vehicle queued in the link
* number of vehicles queued in the link
* number of queued vehicle last reported
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A.1.3 Segment
An individual segment object represents a region of its link having a uniform set of
physical attributes. Segments within a link are numbered 0 to n-i from upstream to
downstream section of the link. A segment is modeled as a C++ class with following
attributes:
* unique segment id
* pointer to link containing the segment
* pointer to central lane in segment
* number of lanes to the left
· :number of lanes to the right
* segment grade in %
* default segment speed limit
* segment distance from end of the link
* pointer to first control station in segment
* pointer to first surveillance station in segment
* number of vehicles in segment
* current vehicle segment density
* pointer to first vehicle in macro list
* pointer to last vehicle in macro list
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A.1.4 Lane
An individual lane object represents a travel lane on each segment. Lanes in each
segment are numbered from right to left. A lane is modeled as a C++ class with
following attributes:
* unique lane id
* lane type
1 = right most lane
2 = left most lane
3 = shoulder lane
1 = up onramp lane
2 = up offramp lane
3 = up ramp lane
4 = down onramp lane
8 = down offramp lane
12 = down ramp lane
15 = ramp lane
* pointer to segment containing the lane
* lane index within the segment
rightmost = 
* lane use regulations
* lane change regulations
1 = right change allowed
2 = left change allowed
3 = lane change allowed
4 = right change required
8 = left change required
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12 = lane change required
* number of upstream lanes
* array of pointers to upstream lanes
* number of downstream lanes
* array of pointers to downstream lanes
* number of lane changes required before getting onto downstream link
+ = change to left
- = change to right
O = no lane change
* number of vehicles in lane
* pointer to leading vehicle in lane
* pointer to trailing vehicle in lane
A.2 Traffic control system
Traffic control devices are modeled in MITSIM as a set of C++ classes representing
a range of signals, signs, communication devices, toll booths, and incidents.
A.2.1 CtrlList class
The CtrlList class is the base class in the hierarchy of control devices. It is modeled
as a C++ class with following attributes:
* control device type
* unique control station id
* pointer to next control device
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* pointer to previous control device
* pointer to container segment
* visibility distance in meters upstream
* relative position in % from end of segment
A.2.2 Link specific control devices
LinkCtrl class
The LinkCtrl class is the base class in the hierarchy of control devices organized at
the link level. It inherits from the CtrlList class. It is modeled as a C++ class with
following attributes:
* unique control device id
Traffic signal
A TS inherits from the LinkCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with following
attributes:
* TS status
O = blank
1 = red
2 = yellow
3 = green
8 = flashing
Portal signal
A PS inherits from the LinkCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with following
attributes:
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* PS status
0 = blank
1= red
2 = yellow
3 = green
8 = flashing
Variable speed limit sign
A VSLS inherits from the LinkCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with following
attributes:
* VSLS speedlimit
Variable message sign
A VMS inherits from the LinkCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with following
attributes:
* VMS message
A.2.3 Lane specific control devices
LaneCtrl class
The LaneCtrl class is the base class in the hierarchy of control devices organized at
the lane level. It inherits from the CtrlList class. It is modeled as a C++ class with
following attributes:
* unique control device id
* pointer to container lane
* pointer to container control station
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Lane use sign
A LUS inherits from the LaneCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with following
attributes:
* LUS status
O = blank
1 = red
2 = yellow
3 = green
Ramp meter
A ramp meter inherits from the LaneCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with
following attributes:
* ramp meter status
O = blank
1 = red
2 = yellow
3 = green
4 = flashing
Toll booth
A toll booth inherits from the LaneCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with
following attributes:
* toll booth status
1 = close
3 = open
* toll booth lane use rule
* toll booth maximum speed limit
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* toll booth vehicles per second
Incident
A incident inherits from the LaneCtrl class. It is modeled as a C++ class with
following attributes:
* incident status
1 = active
2 = sent
* incident start time in seconds
* incident duration in seconds
* incident speedlimit
A.3 Traffic surveillance system
Sensors in MITSIM are modeled as a set of C++ classes based on their technical
capabilities.
A.3.1 SurvSensor class
The SurvSensor class is the base class for the sensors modeled in MITSIM. It has
the following attributes:
* unique detector id
* index in the global array of sensor devices
* pointer to sensor's container lane
* pointer to sensor's container station
* working probability
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· sensor state (working/occupied)
* time when last vehicle was detected
* speed of last vehicle detected
A.3.2 Point data sensor
The Point data sensor class inherits from the SurvSensor class and has the fol-
lowing additional attributes:
* count of vehicles detected
* sum of time headways
* total occupied time
* accumulated speed
A.3.3 Vehicle point sensor
The Vehicle point sensor class inherits from the SurvSensor class. It does not
have any additional attributes. It has a method calcPassingData() to extract in-
formation on individual vehicles (e.g. vehicle type, over-height attributes) that pass
the sensor.
A.3.4 Point to point data sensor
The Point to point data sensor class inherits from the SurvSensor class. It does
not have any additional attributes. It has a method calcPassingData() to extract
information (e.g. travel time from one point to another) from vehicles that pass the
sensor.
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A.3.5 Area wide sensor
The Area wide sensor class inherits from the SurvSensor class. It does not have
any additional attributes.
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Appendix B
The Car Following model in
MITSIM
B.1 Notes
*· denotes bitwise AND
* F& denotes logical AND
I denotes bitwise OR
· 11 denotes logical OR
* denotes bitwise complement
* ! denotes logical NEGATION
* all other operators follow a C-like syntax
* all the functions documented are methods defined on the VEHICLE class
* keyword this is a pointer to the VEHICLE object that calls the methods listed
in this document
* any undeclared variables are attributes of the VEHICLE class
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B.2 brakeToTargetSpeed(double s, double v)
* Variables:
- double a
- double t
* If (s > DISEPSILON)
- If(currentSpeed_ > SPEEDEPSILON)
* Set a = 0.5 * (v - currentSpeed_) * (v + currentSpeed_) / s
- Else
* Set t g-panel.cfStepSize()
* Set a = s / (t * t) - 2.0 * currentSpeed_ / t
* Else If (currentSpeed_ < SPEEDEPSILON)
- Set a= -INFINITE
* Else
- Set a = MAXACCELERATION
* Return (a)
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B.3 calcDistanceToNormalStop()
* Variables:
- double speed
* Set speed = max(currentSpeed_, g.parameter.minSpeed())
* Set distanceToNormalStop_
= DISEPSILON - 0.5 * speed * speed / normalDeceleration()
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B.4 checkCarFollowing(void)
· Variables:
- int laneindex
- double aA
- double aB
- double aC
- double aD
- double aE
- double aG
- double acc
- double dis
- TollBooth * booth
· Set ace = this-maxAcceleration()
* Set status_ &= (STATUSREGIME)
* Set aA = this-calcCarFollowingRate(this--vehicleAhead())
* Set status_ = gregime
· Set aB = this-->calcMergingRate()
· Set aC = this--calcSignalRate(pane_)
* Set aD this--+calcYieldingRate()
* Set aE = this-+waitExitLaneRate()
* Set aG = this--calcLaneDropRate()
* If (aA < ace)
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- Set acc = aA
* If (aB < acc)
- Set acc = aB
* If (aC < acc)
- Set acc = aC
* If (aD < acc)
- Set acc = aD
* If (aE < acc)
- Set ac = aE
* If (aG < acc)
- Set acc = aG
* If (acc < -ACCEPSILON)
- Set cfTimer_ = 0.5 * gpanel.cfStepSize()
- setAcc(acc)
* Else If (currentSpeed_ < SPEEDEPSILON && accRate_ < ACCEPSILON
&& acc > ACCEPSILON)
- If (status_ & STATUSSTOPPED
II status_ & STATUS-CHANGING )
* Set status_ &= STATUS STOPPED
* Set cfTimer- = gpanel.cfStepSize()
* setAcc(acc)
* If (trailing_ && (trailing_-status_ & STATUSSTOPPED))
Set trailing_.-+cfTimer(0.0)
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- Else If (nextCtrl_ && nextCtrl-+type() == CTRLTOLLBOOTH
&& distanceFromDevice(nextCtrl_) < DISEPSILON)
* Set laneindex = pJane_-+localIndex()
* Set booth = ((LaneCtrlStation*)nextCtrl_)-+tollBooth(laneindex)
* If (booth-±speedLimit() < SPEEDEPSILON)
Set status_ I= STATUSSTOPPED
setAcc(0.0)
Set currentSpeed_ = 0.0
Set cfimer = booth-delay(this)
* Else
Set cfTimer_ = gpanel.cfStepSize()
setAcc(acc)
- Else
* Set status- = STATUSSTOPPED
* setAcc(0.0)
* Set currentSpeed_ = 0.0
* Set cfTimer_ = calcStartupDelay()
* Else
- Set cfTimer_ = gpanel.cfStepSize()
- setAcc(acc)
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B.5 calcCarFollowingRate(Vehicle *front)
* Variables:
- ParameterH p
- double acc
- double space
- double speed
- double headway
- double al
- double vl
- double si
- double dv
- double vO
- double dx
- double dv
* If (!front)
- Set gregime = STATUSREGIMEFREEFLOWING
- Return(desiredSpeedRate())
* Set p = gparameter
* Set space = gapDistance(front) - headwayBuffer() * currentSpeed_
* Set speed = max(currentSpeed_, p.minSpeed())
* Set headway = space / speed
* If (headway < p.cfLower())
- Set al = front-+accRate_
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- Set vl = front-+currentSpeed
- If (al < -ACCEPSILON)
* Set sl = -0.5 * vl * vl / al
* Set acc = - 0.5 * currentSpeed_
* currentSpeed_ / (sl + max(space, DISEPSILON-sl))
- Else If (v1 >= currentSpeed_)
* Set acc = normalDeceleration()
- Else
* Set dv = currentSpeed - vl
* Set acc = al - 0.5 * dv * dv / max(space, DISEPSILON)
- Set gregime = STATUSREGIMEEMERGENCY
* Else If (headway > p.cfUpper())
- Set ace = this-+desiredSpeedRate()
- Set g-regime = STATUS REGIME_FREEFLOWING
* Else
- Set vO = pow(speed, p.cfBeta())
- Set dx = pow(space, p.cfGamma())
- Set dv = front-currentSpeed - currentSpeed_
- If (dv < 0)
* Set acc = p.cfAlpha() * vO / dx * dv
- Else
* Set acc = p.cfAlpha() * dx / vO * dv
- Set g-regime = STATUSREGIMECARFOLLOWING
* Return(acc)
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lB.6 desiredSpeedRate()
* Variables:
- double ace
* If (currentSpeed_ < desiredSpeed_)
- Set ace = MAXACCELERATION
* Else If (currentSpeed_ > desiredSpeed_)
- Set ace = this-+normalDeceleration()
* Else
- Set acc -= 0.0
* Return(acc)
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B.7 calcMergingRate()
* Variables:
- double acc
- double worstLcase-acc
- Vehicle* first
* If (!nextLane_ 11 nextLane_-nUpLanes() <= 1
II distance_ > distanceToNormalStop())
- Return(MAXACCELERATION)
* Set ace = MAX-ACCELERATION
* Set first = nextLane--+firstFromOtherUpLanes(pJane-, LINK TYPEFREEWAY)
* If (p_lane_-type() & LINKTYPE-FREEWAY)
- If (first && first-*distance_ < distance)
* Set ace = this-+calcCarFollowingRate(first)
* Set worstcase_acc = brakeToTargetSpeed(distance_, 0.0)
* Set ace = max(acc, worstcaseacc)
- Else
* Set ace = MAX-ACCELERATION
* Else
- If (first && !isGapAcceptable(first))
* Set acc = this-calcCarFollowingRate(first)
* Set worst-caseacc = brakeToTargetSpeed(distance, 0.0)
* acc = max(acc, worst-case.acc)
- Else
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* Set first = nextLane_--firstFromOtherUpLanes(plane_, FACILITYTYPE)
* If (first && first-+distance_ < distance_)
* Set acc = calcCarFollowingRate(first)
* Set worstcaseacc = brakeToTargetSpeed(distance, 0.0)
* Set acc = max(acc, worst_case-acc)
* Else
* Set acc = MAXACCELERATION
* Return(acc)
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B.8 waitExitLaneRate()
* Variables:
- double dx
- double acc
* Set dx = distanceFromDownNode() - gparameter.stopLine()
* If (status- & STATUSCURRENTOK
II !(status_ & STATUSLEFTOK)
&& !(status_ & STATUSRIGHTOK)
1[ dx > distanceToNormalStop())
- Return(MAXACCELERATION)
* Set acc= brakeToTargetSpeed(dx, 0.0)
* Return (acc)
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]B.9 waitAllowedLaneRate()
* Variables:
- double acc
* If (!nextLane_
11 !(nextLane_--doesNotAllow(this))
11 distance_ > distanceToNormalStop())
- Return (MAXACCELERATION)
* Set acc = brakeToTargetSpeed(distance_, 0.0)
* Return(acc)
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B.10 calcLaneDropRate()
* Variables:
- double acc
* If (nextLane_
I !(nextLink_ 11 plane_-segment()o-downstream())
It distance_ > distanceToNormalStop())
- Return (MAXACCELERATION)
* Set acc = brakeToTargetSpeed(distance_, 0.0)
* Return(acc)
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]B.11 calcSignalRate(NetworkLane *plane)
* Variables:
- double acc
- double dis
- double minacc
- double vis
- CtrlList* device
* Set device = nextCtrl_
* Set vis = gparameter.visibility()
* Set minacc = MAXACCELERATION
* If (device ! = NULL)
- plane-+markDnLanes()
* While (device && (dis = distanceFromDevice(device)) < vis )
- If (dis <:= device-+visibility())
* If (device-+type() == CTRLTS)
Set dis-= gparameter.stopLine()
Set acc = ((TS*)device)--acceleration(this, dis)
* Else If (device--type() == CTRL_PS)
Set dis -= gparameter.stopLine()
Set acc = ((PS*)device)-+acceleration(this, dis)
* Else If (device-+type() == CTRLLUS)
I device-4type() == CTRLRAMPMETER)
II device-+type() == CTRL_INCIDENT)
Set dis -= gparameter.stopLine()
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Set ace
- ((LaneCtrlStation*)device) -acceleration (plane, this, dis)
* Else If (device-type() == CTRLTOLLBOOTH)
Set ace
= ((LaneCtrlStation*)device) -*acceleration(plane, this, dis)
* Set minacc = min(minacc, acc)
- Set device = device-next()
* Return(minacc)
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B.12 calcYieldingRate(
* Variables:
- ParameterHS p
- ANetworkLane* olane
- Vehicle* other
- int nice
* If (olane = plane-+right())
&&(other = findNewLeader(olane))
&&(other-+status_ & STATUSLEFT)
&&(distance_- other-+distance_ > other-+length())
&&!(other-+status_ & STATUSYIELDING))
- Set nice = brandom(p.lcYielding())
* If (!nice
&&olane= plane_-left())
&&(other = findNewLeader(olane))
&&(other-+status_ & STATUSRIGHT)
&&(distance - other-+distance_ > other-length())
&&!(other-+status_ & STATUSYIELDING))
- Set nice = brandom(p.lcYielding())
* If (nice)
- Set status_ = STATUSYIELDING
- Return(calcCarFollowingRate(other))
* Else
- Set status_ &= STATUS YIELDING
- Return(MAX_ACCELERATION)
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Appendix C
The Lane Changing Model in
MITSIM
C. 1 Notes
*· denotes bitwise AND
*· W denotes logical AND
* | denotes bitwise OR
·*I denotes logical OR
* denotes bitwise complement
* ! denotes logical NEGATION
* all other operators follow a C-like syntax
* all the functions documented are methods defined on the VEHICLE class
* any undeclared variables are attributes of the VEHICLE class
* the ordering of individual functions is indicative of flow of control i.e. functions
appearing earlier can call functions appearing later, but not vice versa
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C.2 CheckLaneChanging()
* Variables:
- int change
* Set status_ &;= CSTATUSCHANGING)
* If (number of lanes in current segment <= 1)
- Return (0)
* Set change = 0
* Check if a mandatory lane change needs to be done
- Compute mandatory lane change
- Set change = suggested mandatory lane change
* Else Check if a discretionary lane change needs to be done
- Compute discretionary lane change
- Set change = suggested discretionary lane change
* If (change ==- +1)
- Set status_ = STATUSLEFT
* Else If (change ==-1)
- Set status_ i= STATUSRIGHT
* Return (change)
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C.3 CheckIfMandatory()
* Variables:
- Parameter& p
- double dis2exit
- double prob2exit
* If (status_ & STATUSMANDATORY) is non-zero
- Return (STATUS -MANDATORY)
* Else check if there is a bad event ahead in the vehicle's lane
- Set status_ I= STATUSMANDATORY
- Return (STATUS_MANDATORY)
* Set p = gparameter
* Set dis2exit = distance from downstream node - required distance for mandatory
lane change
* If (dis2exit > 0)
- Set n = number of lane changes needed
- Set prob2exit =
a mandatory probability computed using PDF of normal distribution:
1 e(x (Z - Xo)2
exp 2cr 2a V_ 7 ( o
where:
a = ao(1 + an + 5k)
- If (prob2exit) is non-zero
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* Set status_ = STATUSMANDATORY
* Else
- Set status_ I= STATUSMANDATORY
* Return (status_ & STATUSMANDATORY)
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C.4 CheckMandatoryLaneChanging()
* Variables:
- Parameter& p
- Network* plane
- int rules
- int change
- int escape
- Vehicle* newleader
- double acc, maxacc
- double acf, asd
* Set p = gparameter
* Set rules = pane-cRules()
* Set change = 0
* Set escape = plane -+isThereBadEventAhead(this)
* If (status_ & STATUSCURRENTOK) is non-zero
- If (timeInLane_ < p.lcMinTimeInLane())
* Return (0)
- If (rules & LANECHANGEREQUIRED) is non-zero
* Set maxacc = ACCEPSILON
- Else If (accRate_ < ACCEPSILON &&
currentSpeed_ < impatient * desiredSpeed_)
* Set maxacc = accRate_
- Else
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* Return (0)
- If ((plane = plane-+left()) &&
((rules & LANECHANGELEFTREQUIRED)II
(((status_ & STATUSLEFTOK) 11 escape) &&
(rules & LANECHANGELEFT II !brandom(p.probLCS()))))&&
!(plane-+isThereBadEventAhead (this)))
* Find vehicle's leading vehicle in plane
* If vehicle has a leader
* Set acf = calcCarFollowingRate() for new leader
Set asd = calcSignalRate() for plane
- Set acc = min(acf, asd)
- If (acc > maxacc)
Set change = 1
Set maxacc = acc
* Else
* Return 1
- If ((plane = pJane--right()) &&
((rules & LANE_CHANGERIGHTREQUIRED) I 
(((status_ & STATUSRIGHT-OK) II escape) &&
(rules & LANECHANGERIGHT II !brandom(p.probLCS())))&&
!(plane-isThereBadEventAhead (this)))
* Find vehicle's leading vehicle in plane
* If vehicle has a leader
Set acf = calcCarFollowingRate() for new leader
Set asd = calcSignalRate() for plane
Set acc = min(acf, asd)
If (ace > maxacc)
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Set change = -1
* Else
Return -1
· Else If ((plane = plane-left()) &&
((status_ & STATUSLEFTOK) 11 escape) &&
((rules & LANE_CHANGELEFTREQUIRED)
!(plane-isThereBadEventAhead(this))))
- Set change = 1
* Else If ((plane = plane--right()) &&
((status_ & STATUSRIGHTOK) 11 escape) &&
((rules & LANE_CHANGERIGHTREQUIRED)
!(plane--isThereBadEventAhead(this))))
- Set change =-1
* Else
- Set change = 0
* Return (change)
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C.5 CheckDiscretionaryLaneChanging()
* Variables:
- Parameter& p
- Network* plane
- int rules
- int change
- Vehicle* newleader
- double ace, maxacc
- double acf, asd
* Set p = gparameter
* If (accRate- > ACCEPSILON II
currentSpeed_ > impatient- * desiredSpeed_ II
timeInLane_ < p.lcMinTimeInLane())
- Return (0)
* Set change = 0
* Set rules = plane_--cRules()
* Set maxacc = max(accRate, ACCEPSILON)
* If ((plane = plane-+left()) &&
(rules & LANECHANGELEFT II !brandom(p.probLCS()) &&
!(plane--isThereBadEventAhead(this)))
- Find vehicle's leading vehicle in plane
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- If vehicle has a leader
* Set acf = calcCarFollowingRate() for new leader
* Set asd = calcSignalRate() for plane
* Set acc = min(acf, asd)
* If (acc > maxacc)
Set change = 1
* Set maxacc = ace
- Else
* Return (1)
· If ((plane = plane-+right()) &&
(rules & LANE_CHANGERIGHT 11 !brandom(p.probLCS())) &&
!(plane-isThereBadEventAhead(this)))
- Find vehicle's leading vehicle in plane
- If vehicle has a leader
* Set acf = calcCarFollowingRate() for new leader
* Set asd = calcSignalRate() for plane
* Set acc = min(acf, asd)
* If (acc > maxacc)
* Set change =-1
* Set maxacc = acc
- Else
* Return (-1)
* Return (change)
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C.6 MakeLaneChanging()
* Variables:
- Parameter& p
- Network* plane
- double aheadway
- double bheadway
- Vehicle* front
- Vehicle* pv
- double buffer
- double dis
* If (!(status_ & STATUSCHANGING)) is non-zero
- Return
· Else If (status_ & STATUSLEFT) is non-zero
- Set plane = plane-left()
· Else If (status & STATUSRIGHT) is non-zero
- Set plane = plane_--right()
* Else
- Return
* Set p = gparameter
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· Set front = this vehicle's new leader vehicle from plane
* If (front) exists
- Set pv = front
* Else
- Set pv = last vehicle from plane's downstream lanes
* If (pv) exists
- Set aheadway = this-gapDistance() / max(currentSpeed_, p.minSpeed())
* Else
- Set aheadway = INFINITE
* If (front) exists
- Set pv = front-trailing_
* Else If
- Set pv = first vehicle from plane
- If (pv) doesn't exist
* Set pv = first vehicle from plane's upstream lanes
* If (pv) exists
- Set bheadway = pv-+gapDistance() / max(pv-*currentSpeed, p.minSpeed())
* Else
- Set bheadway = INFINITE
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* Set buffer = this vehicle's headWayBuffer
* Set dis = this vehicle's distanceFromDownNode
* If (status_ & STATUSMANDATORY) is non-zero
- aheadway-= p.lcManLeadGap(dis)
- bheadway -= p.lcManLagGap(dis)
* Else
- aheadway -= p.lcDisLeadGap()
- bheadway -= p.lcDisLagGap()
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* If (aheadway < buffer II
bheadway < buffer &&
dis > p.stopLine() + DISEPSILON) is non-zero
- Return
* Remove this vehicle from its current lane
* Insert this vehicle in its target lane and
set its leading and trailing vehicles accordingly
* Set vehicle's lane change status
* Compute vehicle's next target lane
* Reset vehicle's cfTimer_ and timeInLane_
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